Personnel Movements

Arrivals (1 April–30 June 2019)

Europe

Booth, Michael Tucker (US) Mechanical Engineer
Del Valle Izquierdo, Diego (CL) Software Engineer
Gitton, Philippe (FR) Opto-Mechanical Engineer
Kammerer, Jens (DE) Student
Kuriian, Kisharna Sara (IN) Student
McManmon, Conor (IE) Software Engineer
Péroux, Céline (FR) Astronomer/Instrument Project Scientist
Podgorski, Stanislaw (PL) Student
Reinacher, Andreas (DE) Control Engineer
Sedaghat, Nima (IR) Data Scientist (Deep Learning)
Szczytkowski, Piotr (PL) Software Engineer
Würschinger, Wolfgang (DE) Administrative Clerk

Chile

Cano, Raul (ES) Knowledge Management
De Luca, Giuseppe (VE) Program Manager
Navarrete, Camila (CL) Fellow

Departures (1 April–30 June 2019)

Europe

André, Mathias (FR) Web & Advanced Projects Coordinator
Arumugam, Vinodran (MY) ALMA Pipeline Processing Analyst
Casali, Mark (IT) Technology Development & Armazones Instrumentation
Casali, Mark (IT) Programme Manager
Eftekhari, Sara (IR) Student
Gilmozzi, Roberto (IT) Deputy Director of Programmes and Programme Scientist
Lizon à L’Allemand, Jean-Louis (FR) Senior Technical Expert
Rupprecht, Gero (DE) Quality Manager

Chile

Del Valle Izquierdo, Diego (CL) Software Engineer
Haddad, Juan Pablo (CL) Electronics Engineer
Ramírez, Andrés (CL) Software Engineer
Wibowo, Ridlo (ID) Student

The VLT platform becomes reflective after a rainshower.
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